SELF-DESIGNED ELECTIVE
(SDE)

SDE 0101 - Clinical Elective: Specialty-Designed
Credit(s): 3-6 Credits (Repeatable for credit)
This course may be used to register for an M1 elective that is self-designed by a student and a faculty/physician preceptor. The elective experience must fulfill the requirements for a clinical elective. The location of the experience may be at SLU SOM, a SLU SOM affiliate, or at another approved institution.

SDE 0102 - Research Elective: Specialty-Designed
Credit(s): 3-6 Credits (Repeatable for credit)
This course may be used to register for an M1 elective that is self-designed by a student and a faculty/physician preceptor. The elective experience must fulfill the requirements for a research elective. The location of the experience may be at SLU SOM, a SLU SOM affiliate, or at another approved institution.

SDE 0103 - Service Elective: Specialty-Designed
Credit(s): 3-6 Credits (Repeatable for credit)
This course may be used to register for an M1 elective that is self-designed by a student and a faculty/physician preceptor. The elective experience must fulfill the requirements for a service elective. The location of the experience may be at SLU SOM, a SLU SOM affiliate, or at another approved institution.

SDE 0104 - Teaching Elective: Specialty-Designed
Credit(s): 3-6 Credits (Repeatable for credit)
This course may be used to register for an M1 elective that is self-designed by a student and a faculty/physician preceptor. The elective experience must fulfill the requirements for a teaching elective. The location of the experience may be at SLU SOM, a SLU SOM affiliate, or at another approved institution.

SDE 0105 - Basic Science (non-research) Elective: Specialty-Designed
Credit(s): 3-6 Credits (Repeatable for credit)

SDE 0201 - Clinical Elective Specialty Design
Credit(s): 3-6 Credits (Repeatable for credit)

SDE 0202 - Research Elective Specialty Design
Credit(s): 3-6 Credits (Repeatable for credit)
This course may be used to register for an M2 elective that is self-designed by a student and a faculty/physician preceptor. The elective experience must fulfill the requirements for a research elective. The location of the experience may be at SLU SOM, a SLU SOM affiliate, or at another approved institution.

SDE 0203 - Service Elective Specialty Design
Credit(s): 3-6 Credits (Repeatable for credit)

SDE 0204 - Teaching Elective
Credit(s): 3-6 Credits (Repeatable for credit)
This course may be used to register for an M2 elective that is self-designed by a student and a faculty/physician preceptor. The elective experience must fulfill the requirements for a teaching elective. The location of the experience may be at SLU SOM, a SLU SOM affiliate, or at another approved institution.

SDE 0205 - Basic Science Elective Specialty Design
Credit(s): 3-6 Credits (Repeatable for credit)